


































Online Petition to Install Pedestrian Activated Crosswalk Traffic Light at Palo Alto Way

Name Email Street Address Add Comment (optional)

James Lattin  

Marilyn Lattin  We use this crosswalk on a regular basis.  It's very 
dangerous!  It's a very busy street and we can wait a very 
long time for all cars to stop for a safe crossing.  Often 
times, we will wait until there is no traffic either way 
because the signals at SandHill and Campo Bello have 
cars stopped.  Amazing that this is in front of a Senior 
Housing Building and a bus stop and nothing has been 
done to improve safety. 

Chris 
Tacklind

Josephine 
Tang

My 11 year old daughter uses this 4+ lane crosswalk to 
on occasion. It’s like she’s the frog in the video game, 
Frogger. Cars just don’t see her. The southbound cars 
are focusing on the Sand Hill traffic lights ahead and the 
northbound traffic is accelerating to get to their proper 
lane- Alameda or Santa Cruz. If the outside lane cars 
does stop, it’s is common for the cars behind to change 
lanes to avoid the delay thereby driving right through the 
crosswalk on the inside lane.  It’s just a matter of time 
until someone gets hit. 

Mark 
Greenbaum

Briana

Thomas Buch Hoping this will be done by the city.  I don't cross there, 
but I see the problem every time I drive along Santa Cruz 
Ave.

Saadiya Zaki  

Kim Griffin  

Susan H 
Russell

The County's long inaction is inexcusable.  Act NOW to 
make this crosswalk safer!!

Isabelle 
Steiner

 
 

Troy Hayes  I use this cross walk daily with my young sons and it is a 
nightmare. Please help!

Rob Berry
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Dror 
Shimshowitz

Chris Bryant

Kenji Kushida

Steven 
Franklin

Jenny 
Brokaw

Sara Shaw

Hauke 
Schmidt

Regine 
Schmidt

Leslie 
Zwiebel, PhD

Please implement the long overdue safety changes. ASAP. 
Thank you.

Zats Yuri

Linda Bradley 

lynn porter

Christine K. 
Winkler

I understand that a few years ago a lady was struck & 
killed at this location. Palo Alto is a very narrow street & 
intersects with a heavily fast moving thoroughfare.  Let’s 
do something to make Palo Alto Way safer for 
pedestrians, bikers & cars entering & leaving this narrow 
road & outlet. Thank you

Juli Parker

monique lane

Norma 
Chassin

Kristin Smith  

Melanie 
Austin

This group has done a superlative job outlining the 
problems and providing reasonable, doable solutions.
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MASAMI 
HIRATA

 
 

k

The Safety advanced stop proposal that was shown is 
very good and necessary. I reside in the Pacific Hills 
Condo (2150 Santa Cruz Ave) and use this crosswalk 
daily and cannot tell you how many times my dog and I 
were almost hit by a car although we wait so many 
minutes for the street to be clear of cars. They just speed 
up from turning from the Sand Hill Rd. intersection and 
are not aware of the crosswalk. I also witness many 
seniors and elderly (the Menlo Commons Senior Condo 
is right in front of this crosswalk) use this multiple times a 
day. This advance stop mechanism will definitely provide 
safety as the crosswalk is needed for those that cannot 
walk so far between the Sand Hill/Santa Cruz 
intersection or the Alameda del las Pulgas/Santa Cruz 
intersection to cross Santa Cruz Ave. I am very much in 
favor of the advance stop lines, pedestrian-activated  
traffic light and strongly urge the city to take action and 
follow up on this matter to avoid losing anymore lives. I 
was not aware a girl had died here, this is heart breaking 
and I can see more accidents happen due to the daily 
crossings and near-miss I witness daily,

Gail 
Sredanovic

This would be a good idea. 

Marie E 
Summers

 I am a witness to the death of Atefeh "Amy" Bijan in this 
very crosswalk. I know firsthand the dangers of this 
intersection and will not allow my children to cross here 
until safety measures are in place. The county should be 
ashamed to have let so much time pass without a 
resolution.

Gunter 
Steffen

The proposed measure needs to be implemented before 
the beginning of the school year this fall since 
automobile, bicycle and pedestrian traffic will increase 
significantly and, along with it, the safety risks to all 
concerned.

Faith price

Cindy Tipton Dear Supervisor Don Horsley,

Please follow through with SOME of these immediate and 
inexpensive safety improvements!--Cindy Tipton, 305 
Stanford Ave.

Jo-Anne 
Stenger

Anamarie 
Franc
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Chris Jones

M Schmajuk

LizbethKing please add crosswalk safety measures - Cars do not 
stop on their own

Deborah 
Bixler

Sylvia Walker

Sylvia Walker

Sheila 
Santana

Please please please approve this! 

Yvonne 
Schmidt

Annika 
Ahonala

CAROLYN 
ARKIN

Many children walk from La Entrada (via Sharon Road) or 
the Las Lomitas bus stop (at Clayton) in this area. 

Cars going southbound on Santa Cruz are often focused 
on the light at Sand Hill, and often speed up if the light is 
green. It is an extremely dangerous crosswalk as it 
stands. 

Federico 
Politi

Jeffrey 
Fenton

Mrudula 
Penta
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